Molecular Reaction Dynamics

*Molecular Reaction Dynamics* is a brand new version of the text by Levine and Bernstein. The book delivers an updated treatment of this fundamental topic. An appreciation of how chemical reactions occur and their control is essential to chemists and to those in interdisciplinary fields such as materials and nanoscience, drug design, and astrochemistry. The first half of the book describes experimental techniques for initiating and probing reaction dynamics and the essential insights gained. The second part explores key areas including photoselective chemistry, stereochemistry, chemical reactions in real time, and chemical reaction dynamics in solutions and interfaces. Typical of the new challenges are molecular machines, enzyme action, and molecular control. With problem sets included, this book is aimed at advanced undergraduate and graduate students studying chemical reaction dynamics, as well as physical chemistry, biophysics, and materials science.

**Raphael Levine** is Max Born Professor of Natural Philosophy at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and Distinguished Professor of Chemistry at the University of California, Los Angeles. He is active in the area of chemical reaction dynamics and his published scientific work has earned the recognition of the Israel Prize and the Wolf Prize. He is a member of the Israel National Academy of Sciences and a foreign member of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States and of Academiae Europaeae.
I am grateful to the many people who, over the years, joined me to watch the molecules dance to the tune of time. This book is dedicated to Mira who is able to make us join the dance.
The cover illustration is by the late Israeli physical chemist and artist Jacob Wilf. Jacob was my friend and we had many scientific discussions. One result is that he has drawn several paintings depicting themes from Molecular Reaction Dynamics such as harpoon reactions, stereodynamics and cluster impact. The painting shown on the cover is titled ‘surprisal analysis’ and was dedicated to me by the artist. The topic of surprisal analysis is discussed in Section 6.4.2. The works of Wilf on a variety of scientific themes were exhibited at the Israel National Academy of Sciences and other Institutions. Many paintings by the late Jacob Wilf can be seen at http://jacob.wilf.org/
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Preface

Molecular reaction dynamics unfolds the history of change on the molecular level. It asks what happens on the atomic length and time scales as the chemical change occurs. This book is an introduction to the field.

Molecular reaction dynamics has become an integral part of modern chemistry and is set to become a cornerstone for much of the natural sciences. This is because we need a common meeting ground extending from nanoscale solid state devices through material and interface chemistry and energy sciences to astrochemistry, drug design, and protein mechanics. For some time now the quantitative understanding on the molecular level has provided this common ground. At first, the scaffolding was the concept of the molecular structure. Once we understood the spatial organization we felt that we had an entry to real understanding. The required input was provided by the different experimental methods for structure determination and, from the theory side, by quantum chemistry and by equilibrium statistical mechanics. But now we want more: not just the static structure, we also ask how this structure can evolve in time and what we can do to control this evolution. We want to write the history of the change or, better yet, to be a conductor and orchestrate the motion. This is what this book is about.

In going from statics to dynamics we need new experimental tools and also theoretical machinery that allows for the dependence on time. This means that the stationary states that are usually the subject of an introductory quantum mechanics course have to be extended to non-stationary ones. Fairly often, classical dynamics is sufficient to describe the time evolution but there are a number of interesting exceptions. Non-equilibrium statistical mechanics is necessary to describe systems with many degrees of freedom and their far-from-equilibrium pattern formation.

Molecular reaction dynamics is not yet able to do all that has to be done. There are places where we lack understanding of the principle and not only of the details of a particular family of processes. Indeed, as we move into more complex systems the gaps in our understanding are wider than the passes. As just two examples, we do not have a complete understanding of the atmospheric chemistry of the outer planets nor can we describe how an enzyme mobilizes chemical energy to its active site. But we do have enough of the basics in place that it is a good time to stop and survey where we are, where we need more work on the foundations, and where there are whole areas that call for applications,
where different subjects need to be better connected, and what new families of processes are there to be deciphered. This book is a primer for what we already know.

As was the original (1974) intention, this book seeks to describe why a particular experiment was carried out, what we have learned, what concepts are necessary to describe and understand the experiment, and how we move forward. The problems that follow each chapter provide additional applications and illustrations. A concept that is much more prominent in the present version of the book is coherence, and we bring it in as soon as possible. Much recent progress has come through the outstanding development of computational means. These include not only the ability to compute the forces between atoms at realistic accuracy, but also the computation of the (classical or quantal) motion subject to these forces and the ability to visualize the resulting dynamics. Our debt to these developments will be clear throughout the book, but what we will be concerned with is what we have learned rather than how to implement a computation. The need for visualization arose not only because of the increasing concern with more complex systems, but also because of the technological ability to achieve a time resolution sufficient to probe intramolecular motions. Instead of just imagining how the reaction unfolds in time, we can directly image the transformation experimentally. In a different dimension, the experimental ability to image the distribution of the products of the reaction in space has a major impact. We are almost ready to be able to image in both space and time. Another key initiative is the bold forays into dynamics in the condensed phase and interfaces. The integration of our understanding of gas phase, isolated collision dynamics and of dynamical proceedings dressed by their environment is already making promising progress. Because the chemical change is localized in space and time we can often think of a change in a complex system as a reaction center “solvated” by the rest of the system. Therefore, issues similar to dynamics in the condensed phase arise in the need for rational drug design or the understanding and development of molecular machines and other applications where the molecules are large.

This book is based on my class notes at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and at the University of California, Los Angeles. The level is that of senior undergraduate or graduate students. The prerequisite is a class in chemical kinetics. Some familiarity with spectroscopy and with statistical mechanics is beneficial but not essential, and introductory material is provided where necessary. The scope of the book is more than can be covered in a lecture course of one semester. The first six chapters develop the tools and illustrate their applications. The examples are usually simple ones that can be used to make the point. The development in these chapters is linear, there are sections that can be skipped, but the order of topics is sequential. There are people who will want to get as quickly as possible to Chapter 5. This is understandable, but I recommend first to go at least through Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. In the following six chapters the text is arranged
around applications where each chapter has a common theme. This part of the book offers a choice of material because the different chapters are almost, but not quite, independent of one another. Starred sections take you away from the main line of development. There are endnotes that provide more details and also cite original sources for the results quoted. References to review-type articles are provided to enable further reading. (A complete bibliography, with titles, is at the very end of the book.) Revision problems with hints follow each chapter. Some of these problems are easy but others are not. 

* Both in class and in writing I use too many footnotes. I hope that it does not distract you too much.
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